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In this workshop there will be two groups with the same task; to create a game that's never been 
played before and then teach it to the other group. The topic of the different roles people play in 
creative collaborations. While creating the game players must avoid their typical roles.

Creative Co-Collaboration

Azya Barron

1pm-3pm
Air Village

Open Air Space

This workshop covers the negative effects of having a cell phone and how it is changing human 
interaction dynamics. Solutions for living a cell phone-free life in a society that leads you to 
believe one is required will be presented.

How to Live a Cell Phone-Free Life

Evin Revello

3pm-5pm
Earth Village

Evolver Space

An introduction course that will allow anyone to understand the healing properties of energy and 
reiki. Healing demonstrations of reiki will be preformed by certified masters. Oracle consultations 
will be available. 

Introduction to Energy Healing and Reiki

David Avatara and Misha

5pm-7pm
Fire Village

Tipi 

Learn from a financial planner by day and hippie by night how to make everyday more abundant 
in, How to Make a Gift Economy Work in the “Default World”.  Learn the academics of 
economics that will help you  better understand community.

Making a Gift Economy Work 

Dean Koci & Lisa Dewey

5pm-7pm
Air Village

Flo Tent 

This workshop covers the basics of public speaking, the social benefit of communication, the 
dynamics of words related to the words conveyed, how to draw people in, how to make them 
comfortable around you, and how to better connect with people through communication.

Connected by Words

K.D. Beebe

1pm-3pm
Air Village

Flo Tent

A guided discussion going through the different areas of life on this planet and how far Homo 
Sapian have deviated from our lives 200,000 years ago. Topics include failing health, our 
environment, human extinction possibilities, and decreased happiness levels.

Synergy Movement: Returning to Nature

Kelsey Kirkpatrick

5pm-7pm
Earth Village

Sensuality Salon 

Surrender to open-hearted giving and receiving in this innocent exploration of one's senses. This 
non-sexual experience can be enjoyed with a friend, a lover or a stranger. Release the 
parameters of sight to fully feel through your heart with tantalizing taste, touch, scent and sound. 

Innocent Sensuality

Rachel Adair

3pm-5pm
Earth Village

Sensuality Salon 

Come on out and get your s-word on! In this workshop the  basics of sword handling and safety 
will be covered.  

 Beginner Sword Workshop

Bill Haack

3pm-5pm
Fire Village

Hugs help us thrive. We exchange much needed touch, goodwill, and life force energy. While 
getting your hug fix here learn ways to improve the connection while hugging, ways to 
compassionately avert unwanted hugs, and how to hug strangers.

Hug It Forward

Aravel Forbes

5pm-7pm
Air Village
Flo Tent 

Learn about a permaculture-based way of transforming our local cities and watersheds into 
beacons of sustainability.Learn how to map out your community's resources and needs, unite the 
key players and organizations, honor the work that's already being done.

Resilience Movements in your Hometown

Nils Palsson

3pm-5pm
Fire Village

Tipi

In this workshop the fundamentals of how to go about integrating flow and dance into ones 
routine will be explored.

Integrating Flow and Dance

Lucas Reshi

3pm
Fire Village

Similar to a mini-giraffe, Beginning Mini-Hoops proves that great things come in miniaturized 
packages. Join Alice for what is sure to become the primer workshop on mini-hooping!

Beginning Mini-Hoops 

Alice Ottesen

3pm
Fire Village


